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The aim of the present study is to shed some insights on the effect of cooling rate on the microstructure and mechanical properties
for glass-forming alloys. A crystalline gradient was observed in the microstructure of 12mm diameter Zr

51
Al
9.96

Ni
14.34

Cu
24.9

(Zr51)
alloy sample from the edge to center due to uneven cooling rates. Microhardness results indicate that the lower the cooling rate,
the higher the hardness for the studied alloy.

1. Introduction

As a novel material, bulk metallic glass (BMG) has developed
for several decades and dozens of amorphous alloy systems
have been involved in, for example, BMGs based on Mg, La,
Pd, Zr, Ti, Cu, Ni, Al, Fe, Co, Nd, Ce, Y, and so on [1–5]. Due
to its disordered atomic structure, metallic glass owns lots
of superior physical, chemical, and mechanical properties,
such as high elastic limits, high failure strengths andhardness,
good toughness and high wear resistance, excellent magnetic
properties, and high corrosion resistance [1, 2, 6, 7], which
therefore promise it the excellent candidate for applications
in modern industry. However, the poor glass forming ability
(GFA) prohibits this pace.

As known to many scientists, cooling rate plays an
important role in the fabrication of BMGs, although the
dependence on it is not as great as the earlier days. According
to the three famous empirical rules proposed by Inoue [8],
the GFA of metallic glasses could be improved by choosing
appropriate compositions. However, experiments indicate
that many physical and mechanical properties are very sensi-
tive to the cooling rate during fabrication [9–14]. Obviously,
the cooling rate restricts the atomic rearrangement during the
glass formation process and affects the properties of BMGs
further. Simply speaking, a slow cooling rate will leave more

time for this rearrangement, which might even introduce
some crystallites into the sample.

The effect of cooling rate on densities has been investi-
gated in Pb-based metallic glasses [9]. It indicates that when
the cooling rate decreased from 500K/s to 1.98 K/s, densities
increased from 9.270 g/cm3 to 9.285 g/cm3, accompanying
an increase in the hardness from 525Hv to 537Hv. Chen
et al. [11] also carried out similar investigations on Pb-
Si binary alloy; it is shown that hardness increases with
decreasing the cooling rate. Similarly, Yan et al. [13] studied
this effect on the microstructure and mechanical proper-
ties in Zr-based BMG by using wedge samples. However,
systematic investigations in this aspect are still limited. In
this paper, we choose the Zr-Al-Ni-Cu alloy system. And a
12mmdiameter Zr

51
Al
9.96

Ni
14.34

Cu
24.9

(designated as Zr51 in
abbreviation) partially crystallized rod samplewas fabricated.
Then corresponding to different cooling rate, the evolution
of microstructure, thermal, and mechanical properties of
different locations from edge to center in the cross-section
is studied.

2. Experimental Procedures

The Zr-Al-Ni-Cu alloy ingot was produced by arc melting
pure elemental metals of Zr (>99.5 wt.%), Al (>99.9 wt.%),
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Ni (>99.9wt.%), andCu (>99.9 wt.%) together under a highly
purified argon atmosphere. Each ingot was remelted for
four times to ensure the homogeneous composition. Then
12mm diameter rod was fabricated by remelting the button
ingots and suction casting the molten alloy into a copper
mold. Glassy structure of the as-cast sample was detected
by a conventional X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku, D/Max-
IIIA) with Cu-K

𝛼
radiation. Thermal properties of the BMG

were examined using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC,
Perkin-Elmer DSC-7) at a heating rate of 20K/min under
a constant flow of argon. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) observation was carried out on a Philips CM200
operating at 200 kV. TEM samples were finally thinned by
twin-jet polishing in the bath of liquid nitrogen. Vickers
hardness measurements were conducted with a load of 500 g
and holding time of 20 s. Each Vickers hardness value was
the average of eight individual measurements. Indentation
morphologies were checked by scanning electronmicroscopy
(SEM, Hitachi, S-570).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microstructure Evolution with Different Cooling Rates.
As we all know, in the rod sample, the real cooling rate
decreases from edge to center. Therefore, in this part we will
discuss themicrostructure evolution from edge to center.The
XRD pattern for the 12mm diameter Zr

51
Al
9.96

Ni
14.34

Cu
24.9

(Zr51) alloy is shown in Figure 1(a). It can be seen that, on
the base of the diffuse halo, there exist some sharp peaks
which indicate the crystalline phases precipitating during the
solidification. In order to examine the detailed nature of the
microstructure, cross-section of the sample was investigated.
As shown in Figure 1(b), six locations were assigned along the
diameter direction. Clearly, they located symmetrically to the
center of the circle and were denoted as #1∼#6. Due to the
symmetrically assignment of the six locations, we only choose
locations #1, #2, and #3 to study the thermal properties and
microstructures.

Thermal analysis results; DSC curves, for locations #1, #2,
and #3; and 40 𝜇m ribbon samples are shown in Figure 2(a).
Clearly, comparing with the ribbon sample, the DSC curve
corresponding to the edge part in location #1 indicates
conspicuous glass transition and exothermic crystallization
peak which proves the amorphous nature of this part around
the edge of the sample. In the medium region indicated by
location #2, the heat of crystallization decreases, although
there is still a detectable glass transition. In the center of
the sample, no glass transition is observed and the heat
of crystallization also decreases largely. According to the
method proposed in [14], the volume fraction of crystalline
is evaluated as

𝑉
𝑓
=

(𝐻
𝑥𝑚
− 𝐻

𝑥𝑐
)

𝐻
𝑥𝑚

× 100%, (1)

where 𝑉
𝑓
is the volume fraction of crystalline, 𝐻

𝑥𝑚
is

the heat of crystallization when it is full amorphous, and
𝐻
𝑥𝑐

is the heat of crystallization when there are some
crystalline phases in the amorphous sample. Considering
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Figure 1: (a) XRD pattern of the as-cast Zr51 alloy with 12mm
diameter, and (b) diagram of the alloy showing #1∼#6 locations.
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Figure 2: (a) DSC curves of Zr51 alloy for locations #1, #2, and # 3 as
well as ribbon sample, (inset in a) an enlarged section below the glass
transition temperature, and (b) the volume fraction of crystalline for
different locations.
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Figure 3: XRD pattern (a) and bright-field TEM image with corresponding SAED pattern (b) for location #1.
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Figure 4: XRD pattern (a) and bright-field TEM image with corresponding SAED patter (b) for location #2.

the full amorphous nature of the ribbon sample, the volume
fraction of the crystalline phases corresponding to locations
#1, #2, and #3 are calculated and displayed in Figure 2(b). As
can be seen, the volume fraction of the crystalline phases in
the center is higher than that in the edge. This is the result
of the decrease of cooling rate from edge to center which
then leads to an increasing volume fraction of the crystalline
phases.

Analyzing the microstructure of location #1, a nearly full
amorphousmatrix is detected. A broad diffraction halo in the
XRD pattern indicates the formation of amorphous phase in
the as-cast sample (as shown in Figure 3(a)). Furthermore,
TEM bright-field image with the corresponding selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) in Figure 3(b) indicates that
except for diffraction halos, no sharp diffraction ring or spots
can be observed. It further confirms that the as-cast sample
possesses only glass structure.

Figure 4 displays the microstructure of the medium
transition part location #2 in the cross-section. As shown
in Figure 4(a), some weak peaks exist on the base of the
diffuse halo, which implies that in this part, with the cooling
rate decreasing, certain in situ crystallization happens in the
Zr51 alloy. TEM bright-field image in Figure 4(b) indicates
that the microstructure of this part is composed of an
amorphous matrix and some dispersed crystalline phases,
which is consistent with the XRD result. Furthermore, we
analyzed the electron diffraction pattern of this crystalline
phase. It’s found that all of these primary crystallized phases
are in the same structure. Figure 4(b) gives out a bright-field
image and the electron diffraction pattern of this crystalline
phase. Further analysis demonstrates that this crystalline
phase is a hexagonal Zr

5
Al
4
phase (with the lattice parameter

of 𝑎 = 0.8437 nm and 𝑐 = 0.58 nm). Therefore, it can
be concluded that, when the decreased cooling rate cannot
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Figure 5: XRD pattern (a) and bright-field TEM images with corresponding SAED patterns (b–e) for location #3. The crystalline phases in
(b), (c), (d), and (e) are the cubic AlZr

3
, the orthorhombic Al

3
Zr
2
, the hexagonal Al

3
Zr
5
, and the orthorhombic Ni

10
Zr
7
, respectively.
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Figure 6: Vickers’ hardness changes for different locations showing
hardness marks for location #1∼#6.

prohibit the nucleation and growth of the crystalline phase,
crystallites then come into being.

Microstructure corresponding to the center part of the
sample, location #3, is shown in Figure 5. It clearly can be
seen from the XRD pattern in Figure 5(a) there are many
sharp peaks over the diffuse halo base, which indicate that
with further decreasing the cooing rate,more andmore in situ
crystallization occurs. When examined by TEM, in location
#3, less amorphous structure can been seen in the bright
field image but a complex in situ crystallized microstructure.
There exist four crystalline phases in all: (1) cubic AlZr

3

(𝑎 = 0.4372 nm), with a snowflake-like morphology in the
bright-field image as shown in Figure 5(b); (2) orthorhombic
Al
3
Zr
2
(𝑎 = 0.9598 nm, 𝑏 = 1.39 nm, and 𝑐 = 0.5572 nm),

with fractal-like morphology as displayed in Figure 5(c); (3)
hexagonal Al

3
Zr
5
(𝑎 = 0.8184 nm and 𝑐 = 0.5704 nm) with

peritectic-like morphology as displayed in Figure 5(d); (4)
orthorhombic Ni

10
Zr
7
(𝑎 = 0.921 nm, 𝑏 = 0.916 nm, and 𝑐 =

1.239 nm), with a strip morphology as shown in Figure 5(e).
What is surprising is that no hexagonal Zr

5
Al
4
phase was

found in the center of this rod sample. Therefore, it can be
inferred that this hexagonal Zr

5
Al
4
is a medium metastable

phase which can only primarily crystallize during cooling the
melt but disappear in the end. However, the emergence of the
Zr
5
Al
4
phase makes it easier for the succeeding crystalline

phases to nucleate and grow. Associating with decreasing
the cooling rate, it is difficult to suppress the occurrence
of nucleation and growth of crystallites, which then makes
the glass formation ability (GFA) deteriorate. Of course, all
of these crystalline phases are competing phases with the
metallic glass. As a result, in order to improve the GFA of the
BMG, constraints between these competing phases must be
improved by increasing the cooling rate, and combined with
the proper compositions, the nucleation and growth of the
crystalline phase will be more difficult.

3.2. Mechanical Property Evolution with Different Cooling
Rates. The mechanical property discussed here concen-
trates on the microhardness which is very sensitive to the
microstructure. Figure 6 shows the trend of microhardness
evolution from edge to center tested in locations #1∼#6.
It can be seen that, from edge, medium to center, the
Vickers’ hardness gradually increases. Around the edge, the
microhardness is relatively low, but in the center it owns
the highest value. This difference is mainly due to the
microstructure evolution resulting from the varying cooling
rates [11]. As discussed in Section 3.1, the microstructure of
the sample evolveswith decreasing cooling rate as follows: full
amorphous nature around the edge, amorphous matrix with
dispersed hexagonal Zr

5
Al
4
crystallites in the medium part,

and amorphousmatrixwith crystalline phases of cubicAlZr
3
,

orthorhombic Al
3
Zr
2
, hexagonal Al

3
Zr
5
, and orthorhombic

Ni
10
Zr
7
in the center part. Therefore, similar as reported in

[13], the decreasing cooling rate leads to the precipitation of
complex crystalline phases, which then results in the increase
in the microhardness.

Figure 7 gives the SEM images for the Vickers’ indenta-
tions in the Zr51 alloy (here, we only take into account the
cases in locations #1, #2, and #3 owing to the symmetrical
location), where Figures 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c) correspond to the
indentationmorphologies in locations #1, #2, and #3. It can be
found that around the edge, there are multiple shear bands
(pile-up) surrounding the indented region, which closely
correlates with the plastic deformation ability of BMG [15]. As
a result, the accumulation of so many shear bands indicates
good plasticity during the hardness measurements. However,
when moving into the center, the plasticity decreases as
inferred by the disappearing shear bands detected in locations
#2 and #3.

According to free volume models [16], generally, the free
volumes in metallic glasses and their composites are very
easy to generate during cooling. And the formation of shear
bands around the indents closely relates to the free volume,
which can be explained like this: when the indenter touches
the surface of the sample, atoms surrounding the indents are
punched into the free volume. On one hand, rearrangement
of atomic structure occurs in these areas, and a certain
irreversible deformation follows at the same timewhich is the
plastic deformation happening before the initiation of shear
bands. On the other hand, new free volume will form under
the indentation, which then accumulates in those narrow
areas. Because of the constraints from the geometry of the
indenter, when the free volume is trappedhere, sliding follows
in advance of the fracture. With the succeeding interaction
under the indentation, more and more localized areas form
and then the sliding follows. It is this gradual deformation
that leaves these multiple shear bands around the indented
region [15].

Therefore, from the above analysis, it can be inferred
that the more the free volume and viscous flow units in
the material, the better the plasticity. Around the edge of
the sample, real cooling rate is very high, which results in
more free volume in the amorphous matrix. As a result,
it owns a lot of plastic deformation and multiple shear
bands after indentation as shown in Figure 7(a). However,
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Figure 7: Morphologies of Vickers’ indentation for different positions of Zr51 alloys under loading 500 g: (a) with multiple shear bands for
outer location #1, (b) with a small quantity of shear bands for middle location #2 and (c) without shear bands for center location #3.

in the medium part as indicated by location #2, diminished
cooling rate allows the atoms to move more easily. It then
makes the atomic packing density increase and brings into
partial crystallization. All of these lead to a decrease in
the free volume and then the plasticity. At the same time,
due to the increased atomic packing density, the resistance
to deformation also increases, which directly results in an
increasing microhardness.

4. Conclusion

Throughout the 12mm diameter Zr
51
Al
9.96

Ni
14.34

Cu
24.9

(Zr51) alloy sample, there is a gradient of crystallization
due to uneven cooling rate upon solidification. From the
edge to center, microstructure evolves as almost amorphous
matrix, amorphous matrix with dispersed hexagonal Zr

5
Al
4

crystallites, and amorphous matrix with cubic AlZr
3
,

orthorhombic Al
3
Zr
2
, hexagonal Al

3
Zr
5
, and orthorhombic

Ni
10
Zr
7
crystalline phases. Higher cooling rate results in

lower hardness with more shear bands around the indents.
The plasticity is ascribed to high fraction of free volume
around the edge of the sample.
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